Jamie Oliver Recycled Glassware
Jamie Oliver’s line of recycled glass tableware reflects his commitment to improving our
environment and the way we live in it. Now available from Heritage Mint, you’ll find beautiful
products made of 100 percent recycled glass. Where once were only used wine bottles or
marmalade jars, today there are plates, bowls, glasses, even tea-light holders. The subtle
differences in shape and surface reflect the recycling process. The result? Each piece is
completely unique, with the distinctiveness and character that Jamie values so much.
Z800061 – 13 oz Glass
From Jamie Oliver, a tumbler made of 100% recycled glass. With an attractive tapered shape
that’s wonderful to look at and to hold, this large glass holds a generous 13 ounces. Whether you
want a cool glass of water, a refreshing iced tea, or perhaps a lemon grass mojito from Jamie’s
own recipe, you’ll reach for this versatile tumbler again and again. Safe for dishwasher and
microwave.
Z800056 – 7oz Glass
This old-fashioned style glass from Jamie Oliver is the perfect mid-size drinking vessel. Whether
you’re serving scotch on the rocks, Jamie’s yoghurt and blueberry jam elderflower cordial, or a
nice cold glass of milk, this handsomely tapered vessel made of 100% recycled glass is the one
you’ll want. Natural irregularities from the recycling process enhance its appeal, and it’s safe for
both dishwasher and microwave.
Z800068 – Chip ’n Dip Platter
Your guests will be delighted by this handsome chip-and-dip platter made from 100% recycled
glass. The gently sloping sides keep chips or crudités in place, while the well-proportioned dip
bowl presides in the center. Natural irregularities are expected in this beautiful glass, which is
safe for both microwave and dishwasher.
Z800072 – Tea Light Holder
The stunningly irregular 100% recycled glass of these little tea light candle holders enhances the
beauty of the flickering flame. Place them alone on end tables or window sills, or combine them
for a simple and beautiful decorative element on your dining table or buffet display. These tea
light holders can go safely into the microwave or dishwasher.
Z800077 – 1 liter Carafe
Jamie Oliver presents a one-liter carafe in striking, 100% recycled glass. This clear-glass carafe,
with natural irregularities from the recycling process, is the perfect vessel for decanting your
favorite wine or keeping cool, fresh water or tangy juice conveniently on the table. The tapered
neck and full base make this carafe a joy to hold. Safe for both dishwasher and microwave.
Z800090 – 8.5" Salad Plate
Jamie Oliver believes in fresh food that’s easy to prepare as well as delicious. This 8.5 inch salad
plate is perfect for Jamie’s warm Jerusalem artichoke salad with crispy smoked bacon, his crisp
and cool mix of beetroot, red apple, and watercress, or all your favorite veggies tossed in your
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own special way. Safe for microwave and dishwasher, the salad plate has a slightly curved edge
so dressing and mixing stay neat.
Z800091 – 11" Dinner Plate
This attractive, translucent dinner plate has gently curving sides and the charming irregularities
resulting from the glass recycling process. At 11-inches in diameter, this dinner plate is perfect
for any meal. Will you be serving Jamie Oliver’s roasted white fish with bacon, asparagus, and
lemon mayonnaise to your guests? Or calling in the family when the linguine with tomatoes and
capers is ready? Microwave and dishwasher safe.
Z800095 – 9" Pasta/Soup Plate
Thinking of attempting Jamie Oliver’s delicious lemon linguine? Or cooking up a pot of his leek
and potato soup? Or good old-fashioned chicken noodle? You’ll want this beautiful translucent
9-inch pasta/soup plate from Jamie Oliver’s 100% recycled glassware collection. Notice how the
light moves through the natural irregularities resulting from the recycling process. This versatile
bowl is also safe for both microwave and dishwasher.
Z800101 – 6.5" Bowl
Jamie Oliver’s lovely bowl made of 100% recycled glass is delightfully translucent with natural
irregularities that make it perfect for showing off the color of Jamie’s creamy asparagus soup. Or
if you just want to grab a heaping serving of chocolate ice cream, that works, too! This versatile
6.5-inch bowl is both microwave- and dishwasher-safe.
Z800106 – 9" Bowl
Are you trying out Jamie Oliver’s recipe for cheesy peas? Perhaps something more daring, like
his Malabar prawn curry? Or do you just need a simple and handsome bowl to fill with tasty
fresh fruit? This versatile 9-inch bowl, made of 100% recycled glass, is safe for both dishwasher
and microwave. The natural irregularities from the recycling process add an appealing
translucent effect.
Z800107 – 12" Serving Bowl
Jamie Oliver’s large 12-inch serving bowl, made of 100% recycled glass, is perfect for your most
discerning guests. How about Jamie’s farfalle pasta carbonara with spring peas? Or a hearty and
healthy chopped salad for the whole family? The recycling process creates the beautifully
irregular translucent quality that gives this bowl its distinctive charm. It’s also safe for both
dishwasher and microwave.
Z800126 – 1 quart Bottle with Locking Lid
Now, from the Jamie Oliver collection, you can keep your water or other drinks in a 100%
recycled glass bottle with a convenient, resealable locking lid. The natural irregularities from the
recycling process enhance the natural look of this bottle, charmingly embossed with a spigot and
droplets of water. And it’s dishwasher-safe, too.
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